10/27/2006

Kirkwood Community College
Work Plan Timeline

Go Forward Phases of Project:

October 30 – November 3rd
- Dascom’s lead technician on site to work with Kirkwood staff in getting familiarized with all classroom installation requirements.
- Dustin Rhea will assist Kirkwood staff with installation of available classroom equipment to advance the readiness of classrooms for beta testing.
- Dascom to provide Foundry networking expertise resource to lead the project in build out of Kirkwood’s network facilities as it pertains to this project’s scope of work.

November 6 – 10th
- Resolution of outstanding network issues by Dascom network resource and Kirkwood staff.
- Initial build out and configuration of V-Brick video on demand (VOD) by Dascom staff.
- Renovo training with Kirkwood staff.

November 13 – 17th
- Beta test begins at (5) Kirkwood sites (Vinton, Tipton, Williamsburg, Belle Plaine, Washington)
- Dustin and appropriate Dascom technicians on site to install, test and turn up classrooms.
- Issues will be tracked and a resolution plan developed.
- Lessons will be learned to improve the efficiency of remaining classroom installations.

November 20 – December 7th
- Build out continues of classroom and transport equipment to completion by Kirkwood staff and Dascom personnel.
- Network testing continues working out any remaining bugs.

December 8 – January 8, 2007
- Test and turn up of all classrooms and related services.
- Issues resolution of any remaining problems network and classroom equipment related to the scope of work for this project by Dascom resources and Kirkwood staff.
- Training Kirkwood staff on DL Navigator and DL Hub.